
SLLIS Facilities Feedback Process Summary

September 2021

Student Survey

Students in Grades 4-8 took the survey.

According to students, the top three most important updates are:

1. Adding a gymnasium

2. Making the cafeteria bigger

3. Renovating the 5th floor for Middle School

Other suggestions from students:

● Have a family / non-binary restroom on every floor

● Continue to improve outdoor space and add more benches
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Staff Survey Results

The survey was sent to all staff. Approximately 50% of staff participated.

Most important updates for staff

● According to the survey, the staff was evenly distributed in terms of prioritizing which updates

are most important. Among the possible updates listed (Pre-K on 1st floor, adding a gym, 5th

floor renovation, increasing adult restrooms, cafeteria expansion, and stairwell improvements),

the only update that was consistently ranked as one of the top three priorities more than in the

bottom three priorities was adding Pre-K classrooms to the first floor.

● The Staff Engagement Committee identified three areas that seem to be priorities for staff. These

areas include improving restrooms, updating stairwells, and remodeling the 5th floor. Additional

information will be collected and shared with the Board Building and Grounds Committee in

October 2021 once the Staff Engagement Committee has met with the full staff about these

areas.

Other suggestions from staff:

● Improve the intercom system (speakers currently in hallways only)

● Add a student restroom on the first floor (currently it’s dedicated to adults) for ease of use

during lunch and recess

● Add gender neutral restrooms on each floor and increase number of Pre-K / K restrooms

● Increase outdoor green space

● Dedicated and appropriate spaces for the arts and performances (especially art and music)

● Science or STEM labs, especially for Middle School

● Repair the second elevator (NOTE - this is currently in process)
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Parent Survey Results

The survey was sent to all parents electronically and in hard copy.

Approximately 10% of families responded.
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According to parents, the top three most important updates are:

1. Add a gymnasium between floors 1-2 (85.7% respondents qualified this as urgent)

2. Remodel and customize 5th floor for Middle School Program (78.6% respondents

qualified this as urgent)

3. Increase cafeteria space and add a dishwasher (78.5% of respondents qualified this as

urgent)

Other suggestions from parent surveys and planning sessions:

● Dedicated STEM space and makerspace

● Window treatments

● Air ventilation and circulation or air purifiers (NOTE: SLLIS’ HVAC system is brand new

and was updated in Summer 2019)

● More restrooms for students on each floor and increase staff restrooms

● Enhance outdoor spaces so the building looks like a school

● Garden or increased green space

● Dedicated spaces for the arts

● Updates to stairwells
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